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to pair your apple watch, the following steps are needed :
download and install the elecard app download the elecard app
launch the app on your iphone and click the button to start the
pairing. at the time the app is launching, the watch is in pairing

mode. you are asked if you want to continue the pairing or
cancel it. once paired, you are asked to choose the status

between online and offline. for offline mode, you can save your
paired settings and make them available during your next
online usage. features the filter sdk full version is in demo

mode that means they have the only restriction: logo on video.
see the difference between demo and full versions. when the
r&d phase is finished and the product is ready for commercial
redistribution, you should contact elecard sales department to

purchase any elecard codec pack you need. contact us to
license elecard codec pack license components in the sdks are

intended for r&d purposes only and cannot be used for
redistribution. the filters in the sdk full version are in demo

mode that means they have the only restriction: logo on video.
see the difference between demo and full versions. when the
r&d phase is finished and the product is ready for commercial
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redistribution, you should contact elecard sales department to
purchase any elecard codec pack you need. contact us to

license elecard codec pack the elecard sdk for mpeg-2 video
decoder pack 5.0 serial is intended to assist application

developers in development of applications to play video files.
this includes video playback applications (encoders, players

and streamers) within directshow framework.
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mpeg-2 video decoder, which will decode iso/iec 13818 and itu-
t recommendation h.264 video streams. it supports all

standards of mpeg-2 (including mpeg-1, mpeg-2, mpeg-2.5,
and lpcm), as well as all audio modes of mpeg-2 (including
sacd, cd+g, cd+i, 5.1 surround etc). mpeg-2 video decoder

solution has been designed to offer the best possible
performance, and is our highest-performing component in the
product. it fully supports all popular formats: windows media,
avi, mpeg4/divx, quicktime, realmedia and wmv. in order to

have the best experience, you need to have a retail version of
itunes installed on your computer, and be using a usb cable

connected to your computer in order to download the elecard
avc/h.264 codec pack, the elecard mpeg-2 video decoder pack
and any updates from our servers. if you click on any download

links below you will be taken to our sales page. you will have
the opportunity to purchase the elecard software products and
any updates. you will also have the opportunity to purchase the

elecard avc/h.264 codec pack, the elecard mpeg-2 video
decoder pack and any updates from our servers. the directshow
filters, which come with this codec pack, are software modules

that perform avc/h.264 video encoding and decoding, as well as
mpeg demultiplexing.in order to properly decode the video

streams, you need to install and activate the elecard
directshow.net sdk. elecard directshow.net sdk is a fast and

easy codec software developed by elecard to enable
developers to build high-quality software applications to decode

and encode the video and audio streams based on the
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avc/h.264 format and natively handles all the details of video,
audio and network decoding. 5ec8ef588b
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